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FRAGO Released ordering 4 ID to Kuwait:

OAASZYUW RUCADHQ1819 0802323-0802-0802 RUCADHQ RUCACIS
ZNY 0802
CP 212301Z MAR 03
FM USCENTCOM FWD
TO RHCUAAA/CDROSTRANSCOM SCOTT AFB IL

(b)(3) 50 USC § 3024(i)

BT S E C R E T /REL USA GBR AUS
SUBJ:CFC FRAGO 09-019 (S/REL USA GBR AUS) //
OPPER/IRAQI FREEDOM/1003V//
Declassified by: MG Michael X. Garrett, USCENTCOM Chief of Staff
Declassified on: 201506

REF/A/MSG/USCENTCOM FWD/232032ZEB03//
AMPPA/(5/REL-GBR-AUS) FRAGO DIRECTED RELOCATION OF 4ID SHIPPING MODLOC TO VICINITY OF PORT SAID, EGYPT TO FACILITATE POTENTIAL SHORT NOTICE MOVEMENT OF 4ID THROUGH THE SUEZ CANAL TO KUWAIT.

REF/B/MSG/CFLCC/201502MAR03//
AMPPA/(5/REL-GBR-AUS) PROVIDED PRIORITY OF 4ID SHIPPING FLOW INTO KUWAIT FOR OFF-LOAD.

TIMEZONE/2//
MARR/(5/REL-USA-GBR-AUS) THIS IS CFC FRAGO 09-019. THIS FRAGO DIRECTS MOVEMENT OF 4ID FROM MODLOC VICINITY TURKEY TO KUWAIT.
ORDTYPE/FRAGORD/CDRUSCENTCOM/JOC/MAR//
1. (5/REL-GBR-AUS) SITUATION. TURKISH GOVERNMENT CONTINUES TO
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PROCRASTINATE MAKING A DECISION SUPPORTIVE OF CFC INTENT TO DEPLOY 4ID THROUGH TURKEY IOT ATTACK INTO NORTHERN IRAQ. WHILE 4ID HAS PROVEN AN INSTRUMENTAL STRATEGIC ENABLER BY TYING DOWN ENEMY FORCES NORTH OF BAGHDAD, 4ID COMBAT POWER IS REQUIRED FOR THE LONGER TERM FIGHT AND FOLLOW ON PHASE IV OPERATIONS.

2. (5/REL-GBR-AUS) MISSION. NO CHANGE.

3. (5/REL-GBR-AUS) EXECUTION.

3.A. (5/REL-GBR-AUS) COMMANDERS INTENT. I INTEND TO QUICKLY INTRODUCE ADDITIONAL COMBAT POWER INTO IRAQ BY IMMEDIATELY DEPLOYING THE 4ID FROM MODLOC IN THE EASTERN MED TO KUWAIT. I WANT CFLCC TO IMMEDIATELY JRSO&I THE 4ID AND GET IT INTO THE FIGHT.

3.B. (5/REL-GBR-AUS) TASKS.

3.B.1. (5/REL-GBR-AUS) TRANSCOM.


3.B.1.B. (5/REL-GBR-AUS) EXECUTE SHIP MOVEMENT THROUGH THE SUEZ CANAL TO ENSURE SAME ORDER/FLOW FOR OFFLOAD IN KUWAIT IAW CFLCC'S OFFLOAD PLAN IN PARA 3.C.

3.B.1.C. (5/REL-GBR-AUS) COORDINATE WITH CENTCOM JMC TO
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DECONFLICT OFFLOAD OF 4ID AND SELECTED ENABLER SHIPS WITH OTHER SHIPS AT SPOD.


3.B.2. (5/REL-GBR-AUS) CFLCC.


3.B.3. (5/REL-GBR-AUS) CFLCC.


3.B.3.B. (5/REL-GBR-AUS) PROVIDE FORCE PROTECTION AND ESCORTS DURING TRANSIT TO ACHIEVE EARLIEST POSSIBLE ARRIVAL AT KUWAIT SPOD.
3.B.4. (S/REL GBR AND AUS) EMBASSY CAIRO. COORDINATE WITH TRANSCOM FOR DIP CLEARANCE AND FORCE PROTECTION FOR SUEZ CANAL TRANSIT ASAP.
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3.B.5. (S/REL GBR AND AUS) EMBASSY KUWAIT. ASSIST WITH DIP CLEARANCE IN KUWAIT FOR USE OF PORT AND FACILITATE JRSQ&I.
3.C. COORDINATING INSTRUCTIONS. PER REF B CFLCC OFFLOAD PLAN, SHIPS CARRYING 4TH ID, CSS ENABLERS, AND AMMUNITION ARRIVE IN THE ORDER BELOW TO MEET THE CFLCC COMMANDER'S INTENT: USSS BELLATRIX, WARNOW TRADER (KNB AMMO DISCHARGE), CAPE TEXAS, CAPE RACE, CAPE VICTORY, CAPE TRINITY, CAPE TAYLOR, CAPE VINCENT, CAPE DECISION, CAPE EDMONT, CAPE RISE, CAPE DIAMOND, CAPE DOXINGO, CAPE WRATH, CAPE RAY, CAPE KENNEDY, CAPE DOUGLAS, CAPE WASHINGTON, SEABOARD VICTORY, CAPE DUCATO, CHIPPEWA BELLE (KNB AMMO DISCHARGE), CAPE ORLANDO, ADM CULLAGHAN, CAPE ISLAND, CAPE HENRY, CAPE KNOX, SB COSTA RICA, CAPE ISABEL, CAPE HORN, MV FAUST, CAPE INTREPID, CAPE HUDSON, CAPE INSCRIPTION, FSS ALGOL.
4. (S/REL GBR AND AUS) ADMINISTRATION AND LOGISTICS. NO CHANGE.
5. (S/REL GBR AND AUS) COMMAND RELATIONSHIPS.
5.A. (S/REL GBR AND AUS) CFLCC IS THE SUPPORTED COMMANDER. SUPPORTING COMBATANT COMMANDERS AND OTHER COMPONENT COMMANDERS ARE IN SUPPORT.
5.B. (S/REL GBR AND AUS) 4ID AND SELECTED ENABLER UNITS ARE OPCON TO CFLCC UPON ARRIVAL AT THE APOD/SPOD IN KUWAIT.
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5.B. (S/REL GBR AND AUS) 4ID AND SELECTED ENABLER UNITS ARE ADCON FOR LOGISTICS TO CFLCC UPON ARRIVAL AT THE APOD/SPOD IN KUWAIT.
6. (U) CCJ3 POC IS JOC CHIEF/JOC TM CH DSN (h 6) OR DSN [(h 6)]

CLASSIFIED BY: MAJOR GENERAL VICTOR E. RENUART, JR., USAF, DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS
REASON: 1.5(A)
DECLASSIFY ON: 23 MAR 2013
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FITTING FOR A JUST CAUSE AND THE OUTCOME IS NOT IN DOUBT... I AM PROUD OF YOU - ALL THAT YOU HAVE DONE AND ALL YOU WILL DO IN THE DAYS AHEAD. WE WILL ALL BE OUR DUTY. MAY GOD BLESS EACH OF YOU, THIS COALITION, AND THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. GEN FRANKS/ #0000
NNNN BT #1786

Message – FRAGO for Executing Regime Collapse

ZAASZYW RUCADHQ1813 0802000-SSSS--RUCACC.
ZNY SSSSS
Z 210925Z MAR 03
FM USCENTCOM FWD/J3/
TO RUEOECA/COMCFLCC DOHA KUWAIT KU//C3//

(b)(3) 50 USC § 3024(i)

ET
S-E-C-R-E-T REL USA-GBR-AUS//
SECTION 1 OF 4
SUBJ: CFC FRAGO 09-018: EXECUTE REGIME COLLAPSE (S/REL USA-GBR-AUS)///
OPER/IRAQI FREEDOM/
MSGID/ORDER/CDRUSCENTCOM/
REF/A/OPLAN/CDRUSCENTCOM/27 FEB 03/(S/OC REL USA GBR AUS/)
AMPN/(S/OC-REI USA GBR AUS) OPLAN 1003V - COMBAT OPERATIONS IN IRAQ
THEATER OF OPERATIONS/
REF/B/MSG/USCENTCOM FWD/131720Z MAR 03/(S/REL USA GBR AUS/)
AMPN/(S/OC-REI USA GBR AUS) DESIGNATE OPLAN 1003V CHANGE-1 AS CFC
OPORD 09: CFC OPERATIONS THE IN IRAQ THEATER OF OPERATIONS/
REF/C/MSG/CDRUSCENTCOM/121117Z MAR 03/(S/REL USA GBR AUS/)
AMPN/(S/OC-REI USA GBR AUS) ROE SERIAL ONE ISO MILITARY OPERATIONS
AGAINST IRAQ (OPLAN 1003V)/
REF/D/MSG/USCENTCOM FWD/180548Z MAR 03/(S/OC REL USA GBR AUS/)
AMPN/(S/OC-REL USA GBR AUS) CFC REFINED GUIDANCE FOR PHASE II AND III
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OPERATIONS IN THE ITO/
CARTYPE/FRAGORD/CDRUSCENTCOM/OPE/MAR/
TIMEZONE/7/
MARK/ (S/REL-USA GBR-AUS) THIS IS COMBINED FORCE COMMANDER (CFC)
FRAGORD 09-018 TO OPORD 09. THIS FRAGO DIRECTS CFC FORCES TO BE
PREPARED TO EXECUTE EARLY REGIME COLLAPSE PLAN IN ORDER TO COMPLETE
REGIME REMOVAL AND TO SET CONDITIONS FOR TRANSITION TO PHASE IV
OPERATIONS.

GENTEXT/SITUATION/
1.A. (S/REL USA GBR) GENERAL SITUATION. CFC COALITION FORCES
COMMENCED GROUND OFFENSIVE OPERATIONS AHEAD OF SCHEDULE AND ARE
RAPIDLY ADVANCING TOWARDS BAGHDAD. TIMELY INTRODUCTION OF TF I43 INTO
BAGHDAD INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT SETS THE STAGE FOR ACCOMPLISHING THE
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE TO COMPLETE REGIME REMOVAL.
1.B. (S/REL USA GBR-AUS) ENEMY. THERE ARE CONTINUED REPORTINGS OF
IRAQI FORCES WILLING TO CAPITULATE. IN THE SOUTH, IV REGULAR ARMY
(RA) CORPS OFFICERS ARE UNWILLING TO FIGHT AND III RA CORPS TROOPS
ARE WAITING FOR SIGNALS AND/OR INSTRUCTIONS FROM THE COALITION FORCES
TO DESERT. IN THE SOUTHERN REGION THERE IS POSSIBLE MINING FROM
UNIKOM CHECKPOINT TO AL JUBAYR AND RUMAILA. IN THE CENTRAL REGION,
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14 OF 15 REPUBLICAN GUARD BRIGADES HAVE BEEN LOCATED. ONE SPECIAL
FORCES BRIGADE IS DISPERSED IVO LAKE THAR THAR AND ONE SPECIAL
FORCES BRIGADE REMAINS UNLOCATED. THE MEK IS OUTSIDE OF GARRISON AND
IS ASSESSED IN LOCAL.
AREA DISPERAL. THE MEDINA RG ARM DIV HAS TWO BRIGADES LOCALLY
DISPERED WHILE THE 3 BATTALIONS OF THE 10TH ARMORED BRIGADE REMAIN
UNLOCATED. THE ADNAN
REMAINS DEPLOYED IVO TIKRIT/BAIJIT. THE AL NIDA REMAINS DISPERSED W/IN
20 KM OF GARRISONS EAST OF BAGHDAD. THE HAMMURABI REMAINS DISPERSED
IN THE NW
QUADRANT OF BAGHDAD. THE BAGHDAD RG DIVISION REMAINS IVO AL KUT -
AN NUMANIYAH. IN BAGHDAD, THE IRAQIS CONTINUE TO DISPLACE STRATEGIC
SAMS (34 BATTERIES/114
LAUNCHERS UNLOCATED) FOR SURVIVABILITY. OVER 50% OF THE BATTERIES
ARE UNLOCATED. THE MEZ HAS CONTRACTED AROUND BAGHDAD, THERE HAS
BEEN LIMITED REACTION
AND AAA FIRE CONTINUES TO BE INEFFECTIVE. ALL IRAQI AIRCRAFT ARE EFFECTIVELY GROUNDED. THERE IS NO CHANGE WITH REGARD TO THE SPECIAL REPUBLICAN GUARD. ONE TANK REGIMENT, 4 OF 7 INFANTRY BATTALIONS, A 122-MM D-30 ARTILLERY BATTALION, AND A 120-MM MORTAR BATTALION REMAIN
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DISPERSED OUT OF GARRISON. ANTICIPATE COMPLETE DISPERAL OF SRG AND GOVERNMENT FACILITIES AND A TIGHTENING OF SECURITY WITHIN SHIA DOMINATED AREAS OF BAGHDAD WITHIN THE NEXT 12 HOURS. IN THE WEST, BORDER FORCES ARE FALLING BACK TOWARD HADITHAH AND IRAQI INTELLIGENCE SERVICE FORCES ARE REPORTEDLY MOVING TO THE WESTERN DESERT TO CONDUCT COUNTER SOF OPERATIONS. IN THE NORTH, A V RA CORPS RECON BN IS ATTEMPTING TO SURRENDER TO THE KDP. IN THE NORTH, 7 BATTALIONS FROM THE 1ST MECH INF DIV, V RA CORPS ARE REPOSITIONING TO LOCAL AREA DISPERAL AND THE TANK REGIMENT OF THE 16TH INF DIV, V RA CORPS HAS MOVED TO LOCAL AREA DISPERAL. SIX BATTALIONS FROM THE 5TH MECH INF DIV, 1 RA CORPS ARE REPOSITIONING TO OCCUPY POSITIONS ALONG THE LOCUS LEADING TO KIRKUK. THERE ARE NO SIGNIFICANT CHANGES TO REPORT WITH REGARD TO THE II RA CORPS. 80% OF SOUTHERN RUMAILA GSP PROCESSING CAPACITY HAS BEEN SECURED. SEVEN WELLS ARE STILL BURNING. NO OIL INFRASTRUCTURE (GOSPS, PST, GAS PROCESSING FACILITY) HAVE BEEN DESTROYED. EXPORT FACILITIES ARE INTACT. THE NORTHERN OILFIELDS AND ASSOCIATED INFRASTRUCTURE REMAINS VULNERABLE TO IRAQI DESTRUCTION. THERE ARE UNCONFIRMED REPORTS OF 5 OIL WELL FIRES IN KIRKUK (NO CONFIRMATION ON IMAGERY). EXPECT NEXT OILFIELD SABOTAGE MAY OCCUR IN KIRKUK OILFIELDS; VAST AMOUNT OF REPORTING INDICATES
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OIL WELLS AND ASSOCIATED INFRASTRUCTURE HAVE BEEN SABOTAGED. 94 OF 102 SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILE LAUNCHERS ARE UNLOCATED. THE FIVE MAJOR DEPOTS IVO BAGHDAD WERE EMPTY. ALL MISSILES ARE DEPLOYED TO FIELD UNITS. THERE HAVE BEEN A TOTAL OF 5 SSM LAUNCHES IN THE SOUTH. TWO WERE INTERCEPTED BY PATRIOT MISSILES, ONE LANDED IN NAG, TWO IN UWAIT (88 KM W. OF DOHA, KUWAIT AND JUST TO THE NW OF THE FIRST ONE). THE STATUS OF SADDAM AND HIS CONS CALLED NE SUCHED; TST STRIKES O 20 MARCH PROBABLY SHOOK THE REGIME LEADERSHIP'S CONFIDENCE AND SENSE OF SECURITY. APPARENT DECEPTION IN THE BROADCAST OF SADDAM VIDEO FOLLOWING THE STRIKES SUGGESTS HE MAY BE OUT OF REGULAR CONTACT.
1.C. (U) FRIENDLY
1.C.1. (S/REL USA GBR AUS) AREA OF OPERATIONS. NO CHANGE.
1.C.1.B. (S/REL USA GBR AUS) AREA OF INTEREST. NO CHANGE.
1.C.1.C. (S/REL USA GBR AUS) THEATER OF OPERATIONS. NO CHANGE.
1.C.2. (S/REL USA GBR AUS) U.S. STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES. NO CHANGE.
1.C.3. (S/REL USA GBR AUS) MILITARY OBJECTIVES. NO CHANGE.
1.C.4. (S/REL USA GBR AUS) FRIENDLY CENTERS OF GRAVITY AND CRITICAL VULNERABILITIES. NO CHANGE.
GENTEXT/MISSION/
2. (S/REL USA GBR AUS) MISSION. NO CHANGE.
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3. (U) EXECUTION.
3.A. (U) CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS.
3.A.1. (U) COMMANDER’S INTENT.
3.A.1.B. (S/REL-USA-GRD-AUS) METHOD. WE WILL CAPITALIZE ON THE UNCERTAINTY AND CONDITIONS CREATED BY REGIME COLLAPSE BY CONDUCTING EXPLOITATION THROUGHOUT IRAQ ALONG SEVERAL LINES OF OPERATION; DEFEAT HOSTILE IRAQI MILITARY AND REGIME SECURITY ORGANIZATIONS, SECURE KEY INFRASTRUCTURE TO INCLUDE KEY OIL NODES; AND ENSURE POSITIVE CONTROL OVER WMD AND PRODUCTION INFRASTRUCTURE, CONCURRENTLY. WE MUST ENSURE THAT ALL OUR ACTIONS TO CONTROL THE CONDITIONS OF REGIME COLLAPSE DO NOT ADVERSELY IMPACT OUR ABILITY TO ACHIEVE PHASE IV OBJECTIVES. RAPID COALITION PRESENCE IN BAGHDAD WILL ALLOW CONTROL OF THE CITY AND ACCELERATE REGIME REMOVAL.
3.A.1.B.1. (U) KEYS TO SUCCESS WITHIN EACH LINE OF OPERATIONS ARE:
THE BATTLESPACE FOR EXPLOITATION OPERATIONS, AGGRESSIVELY DEGRADE COMMAND AND CONTROL OF ANY MILITARY OR REGIME SECURITY ORGANIZATIONS RESISTING COALITION EFFORTS, ENCOURAGE MILITARY, CIVILIAN SUPPORT AND COOPERATION FOR COALITION OPERATIONS, INFORM PUBLIC, REGIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL MEDIA OF REGIME REMOVAL, SET CONDITIONS FOR POST-HOSTILITY OPERATIONS.
3.A.1.B.1.C. (S/REL-USA-GRD-AUS) SPECIAL OPERATIONS: EXPLOIT CONTACTS THROUGHOUT IRAQ TO STABILIZE TENSIONS, SUPPORT CFACC THEATER BALLISTIC MISSILE SUPPRESSION (THMS) MISSION, SUPPORT SENSITIVE SITE EXPLOITATION (SSE), CONDUCT DIRECT ACTION (DA) / SPECIAL
PROVIDE HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE FROM THE BEGINNING OF COMBAT

3. A. 1. C. (S/REL-USA-GBR-AUS) ENDSTATE. THE ENDSTATE FOR THIS SEQUEL IS REGIME CHANGE. SUCCESS IS DEFINED AS: THE REMOVAL OF SENIOR LEADERSHIP OF IRAQ AND THE CAPABILITY WITHIN IRAQ TO DEVELOP, PROLIFERATE, OR EMPLOY WMD IN AND FROM IRAQ; SUPPORT TERRORISM; THREATEN NEIGHBORING COUNTRIES; CONTROL THE IRAQI PEOPLE OR PREVENT A NONCOMPLIANT IRAQI GOVERNMENT FROM ASSUMING POWER.

3. A. 1. C. 1. (S/REL-USA-GBR-AUS) IRAQI WMD CAPABILITY DESTROYED OR CONTROLLED.

3. A. 1. C. 2. (S/REL-USA-GBR-AUS) THE TERRITORIAL INTEGRITY OF IRAQ INTACT.

3. A. 1. C. 3. (S/REL-USA-GBR-AUS) CONDITIONS SET FOR TRANSITION TO PHASE IV OPERATIONS.

3. C. (U) TASKS.

3. C. 1. (U) CFLCC.

3. C. 1. A. (S/REL-USA-GBR-AUS) ON ORDER, CONDUCT EXPLOITATION OPERATIONS IN IRAQ TO CONTROL WMD SYSTEMS AND INFRASTRUCTURE AND PROVIDE A SECURE AND STABLE ENVIRONMENT IN ORDER TO SET THE CONDITIONS FOR TRANSITION TO PHASE IV OPERATIONS.

3. C. 1. B. (S/REL-USA-GBR-AUS) ON ORDER, CONDUCT RELIEF IN PLACE WITH TF 14 VIC BIAP AND ESTABLISH FORWARD COMMAND POST.


3. C. 1. D. (S/REL-USA-GBR-AUS) ESTABLISH A SSE BASE AND CONDUCT SSE OPERATIONS IOT SATISFY CPC INTELLIGENCE REQUIREMENTS AND FACILITATE JOINT AND INTERAGENCY SSE.

3. C. 1. E. (S/REL-USA-GBR-AUS) CONTROL IDENTIFIED WMD DELIVERY SYSTEMS IN ZONE IOT AVOID DESTRUCTION BY DESIGNATED AGENCIES.

3. C. 1. F. (S/REL-USA-GBR-AUS) SECURE KNOWN WMD PRODUCTION AND STORAGE FACILITIES AND KEY WMD INFRASTRUCTURE IN ORDER TO PREVENT PROLIFERATION, USE, OR ACCESS TO WMD BY TERRORISTS. BPT SUPPORT DESTRUCTION/NEUTRALIZATION OR TRANSPORT OF WMD MUNITIONS/DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS AS REQUIRED IN ORDER TO PREVENT TERRORIST ACCESS.

3. C. 1. G. (S/REL-USA-GBR-AUS) BPT CONDUCT STABILITY AND SUPPORT:
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OPERATIONS (SASG) AND CIVIL-MILITARY OPERATIONS (CMO) IOT FACILITATE HA EFFORTS AND PREVENT INTERFERENCE WITH MILITARY OPERATIONS AND TO REDUCE THE EFFECTS OF MILITARY OPERATIONS ON CIVILIAN POPULATIONS.

3. C. 1. H. (S/REL-USA-GBR-AUS) BPT SECURE KEY NORTHERN OIL NODES.
WITHIN ZONE IOT PREVENT FACTIONAL CONTROL OF OIL RESOURCES.

3.C.1.I. (S/REL USA GBR AUS) BPT TO CONDUCT LINK UP OPERATIONS WITH CFSCC FORCES OPERATING IN THE KURDISH AUTONOMOUS ZONE (KAZ).

3.C.1.J. (S/REL USA GBR AUS) BPT SECURE TIKRIT IOT DENY REGIME ALTERNATE REFUGE LOCATION.

3.C.1.K. (S/REL USA GBR AUS) BPT SECURE GROUND LOC TO JORDAN IOT FACILITATE OPERATIONS.

3.C.1.L. (S/REL USA GBR AUS) BPT CONDUCT PORT OPERATIONS, TO INCLUDE THE OFFLOAD OF HA VESSELS IF REQUIRED, PRIOR TO THE TRANSFER OF SUCH OPERATIONS TO USAID/HN/CGA.

3.C.1.M. (S/REL USA GBR AUS) BPT DESTROY TERRORIST ORGANIZATIONS.

3.C.1.N. (S/REL USA GBR AUS) BPT SUPPORT KUWAITI REPATRIATION OPERATIONS.

3.C.2. (U) CFACC.

3.C.2.A. (S/REL USA GBR AUS) CONTINUE TO DEGRADE REGIME COMMAND, SECURITY FORCES, SELECT RGFC AND RA FORCES, AND STRATEGIC...
Approved for Release by MG Michael X. Garrett, USCENTCOM Chief of Staff, Declassified on: 201506
IZ FORCES IOT COMPEL CAPITULATION OF UNITS AND PREVENT THEIR
WITHDRAWAL INTO URBAN AREAS.
3.C.5.H. (S/REL-USA-GBR-AUS) BPT CONDUCT SR/DA (WITH TTO CAPABILITY)
of Designated Critical Oil Infrastructure (See Annex B) IOT PREVENT /
DETER IRAQI SABOTAGE OF CRITICAL OIL INFRASTRUCTURE AND SUPPORT CPLCC
TASKS TO SECURE CRITICAL OIL INFRASTRUCTURE.
3.C.5.I. (S/REL-USA-GBR-AUS) PROVIDE SUPPORT TO CPLCC SSE
OPERATIONS.
3.C.5.J. (S/REL-USA-GBR-AUS) CONTINUE TO CONDUCT LIAISON WITH AND
ASSIST IN MONITORING BYPASSED, LOCAL CEASE FIRE AND CAPITULATED IRAQI
FORCES.
3.C.5.K. (S/REL-USA-GBR-AUS) BPT SUPPORT CMO IOT SET CONDITIONS FOR
POST-HOSTILITIES OPERATIONS, WITH A FOCUS ON HA, POPULATION AND
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RESOURCE CONTROL (PRC) ISO UW EFFORTS.
3.C.5.L. (S/REL-USA-GBR-AUS) ON ORDER, CONDUCT LINK UP OPERATIONS
WITH CPLCC VTC VICINITY OF THE GREEN LINE.
3.C.5.M. (S/REL-USA-GBR-AUS) BPT INTERDICT HVTS ATTEMPTING TO FLEE
ALONG THE SYRIAN-IRAQ BORDER.
3.C.6. (U) TASK FORCE 14a
3.C.6.A. (S/REL-USA-GBR-AUS) ON ORDER, SEIZE BIAP TO EXPLOIT REGIME
COLLAPSE IOT SUPPORT ESTABLISHMENT OF COMMAND AND CONTROL IN AND
AROUND BAGHDAD.
3.C.6.B. (S/REL-USA-GBR-AUS) ON ORDER, SUPPORT INTRODUCTION OF
FOLLOW-ON FORCES TO SECURE BIAP
3.C.6.C. (S/REL-USA-GBR-AUS) CONDUCT SR/DA TO IDENTIFY AND SECURE
WMD AND RELATED PERSONALITIES AND FACILITIES.
3.C.6.D. (S/REL-USA-GBR-AUS) COORDINATE WITH CPLCC FOR ESTABLISHMENT
OF JOINT(S).
CONDUCT SR/DA ON REGIME LEADERSHIP / HVTS.
3.C.6.F. (S/REL-USA-GBR-AUS) CONTINUE TO CONDUCT SSE AT DESIGNATED
SITES.
3.C.6.G. (S/REL-USA-GBR-AUS) BPT CONDUCT DA OPERATIONS ON IRAQI
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PRISONS THAT COULD HOUSE POLITICAL PRISONERS IOT CONDUCT INTEL
EXTRAPOLATION
3.C.7. (S/REL-USA-GBR-AUS) COMPOTF. NO CHANGE.
3.C.8. (U) USFACOM. NO CHANGE.
3.C.9. (U) USEUCOM. NO CHANGE.
3.C.10. (U) USTRANSCOM. NO CHANGE.
3.D. (U) COORDINATING INSTRUCTIONS.
3.D.1. (U) THIS PARGRAPH IS EFFECTIVE UPON RECEPIT AND EXECUTION ON
ORDER. DIRECT LIAISON AND COORDINATION IS AUTHORIZED AMONG
COMPONENTS, SUPPORTING COMMANDS, AND SUPPORTING AGENCIES FOR
DEVELOPMENT OF SUPPORTING OPERATIONAL CONCEPTS AND PLANS. KEEP CPC
INFORMED.
3.D.2. (S/REL-USA-GBR-AUS) ON ORDER, PL MAINE BECOMES THE PSCL.
3.D.3. (S/REL-USA-GBR-AUS) CPLCC WILL REFINE AND SUBMIT COMMON
BAGHDAD GRAPHICS (INCLUDE JSGAS) TO THIS HEADQUARTERS (CC JOC COP)
WITHIN 24 HOURS PRIOR TO TF 14a BIAP SEIZURE EXECUTION.
3.D.5. (S/REL-USA-GBR, AUS) SYNCHRONIZE INFORMATION OPERATIONS (IO)
ACTIONS ACROSS THE BATTLESPACE TO MEET NEW TIMELINES OF EXECUTION AS
REQUIRED TO FACILITATE OPERATIONS.

FINAL SECTION OF 4
3.D.6. (S/REL-USA-GBR, AUS) PREPARE TO ADJUST SEQUENCING AND TIMING
OF THEMES AND MESSAGES AS REQUIRED TO MEET EARLIER DEMANDS FOR
PRODUCTS.
3.D.7. (S/REL-USA-GBR, AUS) AS EARLY AS POSSIBLE, IDENTIFY
POTENTIALLY HOSTILE AREAS OR GROUPS IN ORDER TO ADJUST AND FOCUS
PSYOP MESSAGES AND THEMES TO INFLUENCE SUPPORT TO SAFETY AND
STABILITY.
3.D.8. (S/REL-USA-GBR, AUS) ENSURE AIR AND GROUND EW AND PSYOP
ASSETS ARE POSITIONED AND AVAILABLE TO PROVIDE CONTINGENCY ELECTRONIC
WARFARE SUPPORT TO FORCES IN CONTACT.

4. (U) ADMINISTRATION AND LOGISTICS.
4.A. (U) CONCEPT OF SUPPORT. NO CHANGE.
4.B. (U) PERSONNEL. NO CHANGE.
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GENTEXT/COMMAND AND CONTROL/
5. (U) COMMAND AND CONTROL
5.A. (U) COMMAND.
5.A.1. (U) COMMAND RELATIONSHIPS. TEF SEPCOR.
5.A.2. (U) COMMAND POSTS. NO CHANGE.
5.A.3. (U) SUCCESSION OF COMMAND. NO CHANGE.
5.B. (S/REL-USA-GBR-AUS) COMMAND, CONTROL, COMMUNICATIONS, AND
COMPUTER (C4). NO CHANGE.
5.C. (C) POC(S) H 3 b 6 b
OR
H 3 b b

CLASSIFIED BY: VICTOR E. RENJART, JR., MAJ GEN, USAF, DIRECTOR OF
OPERATIONS
REASON: 1.5.A.
DECLASSIFY ON: 21 MAR 2013
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